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PAVERS AND SLABS

LOTUS STONE

Lotus stones are palletized in rows of six different mo del 

stones. An exact arrangement of the stones relative to 

one another must be strictly observed during installation. 

Markers on the sides of the Lotus stones help place them 

properly. There are two types of markers:

Large markers, which may be single or double, must be aligned 

one next to each other.

Narrow markers, which may be single, double or triple. These are 

of a semi-cylindrical male-female type. Male markers must be 

aligned with female markers having the same number of grooves.

Preliminary Steps for Installation

Begin by preparing the base and bedding sand according 

to the recommendations in the Bolduc Products Installa-

tion Guide.

Step 1
Install an first Lotus stone, preferably along one of the 

edges of the area to be paved. Identify the type (large or 

narrow) and the number of markers (1, 2 or 3) on its side. 

The stone illustrated in Figure 1 has double narrow female 

markers.

Step 2
On the pallet, pick up a stone with markers that will fit with those of the first stone.  

In the example, you would be seeking for a stone with double narrow male markers  

(Figures 2, 3 and 4).

Step 3
Continue installing following the same principle. Identify the type of markers on the 

stones in Figure 5. Then select the next stones to be installed according to these 

markers (Figures 6 and 7). Figure 7 shows a close-up of an assembly of single narrow 

 female-male markers and a triplet of narrow male-female markers.

Step 4
Continue the installation (Figure 8). Figure 9 shows a close-up of an assembly of single 

large markers.

Final steps
Once the paving area is filled, begin sawing stones along the edges (optional) and 

install the edges restraint or the curbs . Fill joints according to the recommendations in 

the Bolduc Products Installation Guide.

HEIGHT X WIDTH X LENGTH PIECES COUNT      

cm                          in. /sq. ft /m2

2 x 12-15 x 17-25  5 x 30-38 x 43-63 0,11 1,15


